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Brief Introduction 
The European Institute for Security Studies (EEUIS) is the European Union’s (EU) agency that 
assists the EU and its member states in the implementation of its foreign policy. It provides, 
amongst other things, analysis and foresight on questions of international security. Strategic 
foresight is a particularly characteristic activity carried out by the EUISS as it frequently 
attempts to think of all the possible future outcomes and the policies that must, or must not, 
be taken in accordance with these possible scenarios. The event on 22 January, 2021, was 
subdivided into several different themes and regions. Our representative, Alexander Royall, 
attended the talk held between Florence Gaub and Patryk Pawlak who discussed what the 
year 2021 could have in store for the Middle East and North Africa region.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Click here for a bio on Florence Gaub 
Click here for a bio on Patryk Pawlak 

https://www.iss.europa.eu/author/florence-gaub
https://www.iss.europa.eu/author/patryk-pawlak
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Mr Pawlak, who took on the role as interviewer in this talk, began the discussion by pointing 
out how badly prepared the EU often is when it comes to responding to events that occur in 
the MENA region. Pawlak asked Ms Gaub whether she could start by taking the audience on 
a brief bird’s view trip to understand which events are on schedule and, thus, are expected 
throughout the year 2021.  
 
Ms Gaub first referred to the elections that are scheduled for this year. She distinguished 
between two different types of elections, namely conflict-solving elections and the more 
regular policy-process elections. For the former, elections will be occurring in Syria (between 
16 April and 16 May), Libya (24 December), and to a lesser extent in Iraq (October 10) and 
Algeria (yet to be announced). She remarked that, in practice, conflict-solving elections often 
fail to solve a conflict and deliver sustainable peace.  
 
The more regular elections, according to Ms Gaub, are taking place in Israel (23 March), Iran 
(18 June), and Morocco (sometime in September). Ms Gaub said that she expected 
conservatives to win in Israel and Iran, while Morocco remains relatively unclear and a rather 
interesting election as it will be the second time that Moroccans can vote following the 
constitutional reform as a result of the Arab Spring.  
 
Mr Pawlak noted that there will also be some leadership changes for regional organisations, 
such as the League of Arab States, currently presided by the Egyptian Ahmed Aboul Gheit. On 
this, Ms Gaub expects that, while it is tradition that the League of Arab States nominates an 
Egyptian as Secretary-General, one of the Gulf states might push one of their candidates for 
the, predominantly symbolic, position. This would be a signal from, for example the United 
Arab Emirates (UAE), that they have the intention to shape regional matters. As another 
example of the continued attempts by the UAE to portray itself as a regional player, Ms Gaub 
mentioned the importance of the 2020 Expo which had to be postponed to 2021 and which 
will be an opportunity for the UAE to showcase itself as a regional powerhouse.  
 
When Mr Pawlak asked Ms Gaub what the major issues, changes, and opportunities in 2021 
would be, Ms Gaub pinpointed three areas of interest that require responses that might not 
immediately demonstrate an effect: civil unrest, the economy, and insecurity. Ms Gaub 
expects civil unrest to spike in the summer as temperatures rise and, as a consequence, the 
poor state of services become particularly apparent with, for example, many instances of 
power cuts, delayed waste removal, and water pollution. These issues, for example, have 
played an important role in the protests that occurred in Iraq. Ms Gaub shared that she was 
in Baghdad last year and experienced temperatures of 52 degrees Celsius, emphasising how 
she realised that the human body is not made for temperatures like this.  
 
When asked about ISIS and whether they, perhaps, also have been under a lockdown in the 
past year, Ms Gaub corrected Mr Pawlak and explained that ISIS had had a very active year in 
2020. Although there were indeed some messages circulating in which ISIS called upon its 
supporters to stay at home and not come to Europe due to Covid-19, attacks in Syria actually 
increased by 20 per cent compared to the year before and in Iraq ISIS had managed to stage 
three attacks a day on average. Even attacks in Europe slightly increased. The idea that ISIS is 
something from the past is something that is not in tune with what is actually going on. Ms 
Gaub said that she predicted that, considering that the last American troops will withdraw 

https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/menasource/syrias-inconsequential-2021-presidential-elections-must-be-ignored/
https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/menasource/syrias-inconsequential-2021-presidential-elections-must-be-ignored/
https://news.un.org/en/story/2020/11/1077692
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/1/19/iraqi-cabinet-votes-to-delay-general-election-until-october-10
https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/elections/.premium-the-knesset-is-set-to-dissolve-israelis-will-return-to-the-polls-on-march-23-1.9393361
https://www.franceculture.fr/emissions/les-enjeux-internationaux/2021-les-grands-dossiers-dune-annee-diplomatique-25-presidentielle-en-iran-la-fin-dun-cycle
https://www.moroccoworldnews.com/2020/11/325360/moroccos-2021-general-elections-to-take-place-in-september/
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from Iraq, something that is very similar to what happened in 2010, ISIS will perceive this as 
a signal to increase its activity in Iraq again. More attacks can thus be expected this year, 
according to Ms Gaub. Especially the Ramadan period (mid-April to mid-May) will be 
particularly precarious time considering ISIS’ track record.  
 
Shifting from the security risk posed by ISIS to the question of what the role of the economy 
might be in the upcoming year, Ms Gaub said that, when you look at the Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP) of most states, you will see that the region has not suffered as much from the 
Covid-19 crisis as, for example, European states have. The major issue in this region, according 
to Ms Gaub, is the high level of youth unemployment. While the relative figure has remained 
steady over the past ten years, namely around 30 per cent, the absolute pool of youth 
unemployment has risen a lot. This causes anger across a large and important segment of the 
population.  
 
There are also positive developments that we can hold on to and try to use for further 
beneficial developments. Ms Gaub referred to the end of the Qatar crisis and the Abraham 
Accords as examples. She stated that, while it does not mean that all the problems are now 
solved, it does take away the context of a ‘Battle Royal’ in which everybody is fighting 
everybody. It opens the road for multilateralism which is particularly important for 
transregional challenges, such as climate change and the perception of Iran as a hostile state. 
Ms Gaub also explained that the EU is content with these steps into the direction of 
multilateralism as big proponents of such a format, partly so due to its own multilateral 
nature. Also, there has been a gentle nudge towards digitalisation. This is perhaps a good 
window of opportunity to move towards a different type of economy.   
 
Mr Pawlak then asked Ms Gaub questions about the role that the EU could play in 2021. What 
would be the risks and opportunities in 2021? What should be monitored in order to be better 
prepared throughout the year?  
 
Ms Gaub explained that the EU uses the term ‘neighbourhood’ for the Middle East and North 
Africa and that it is not just a geographic term, but that it really expresses the fact that these 
are the people next to the EU and, as such, they have primary importance for the EU. So, from 
the 2003 strategy onwards, the EU’s goal has always been to contribute to a peaceful, 
prosperous, and stable neighbourhood for its own good. Not just for altruistic reasons. 
 
Ms Gaub said that the real problem of the EU might be that the leaders of the EU might want 
to try and fix protracted problems with short-term solutions. These types of solutions, 
however, are hardly ever adequate for solving the underlying structural problems. Civil 
unrest, poor economic performance, and insecurity require really deep and long-term 
solutions. She warned about the risks posed by not understanding this and to continue 
applying short-term solutions.    
 
Mr Pawlak asked Ms Gaub how such a switch from a short-term mentality to a more 
sustainable long-term mentality could be realised. Ms Gaub emphasised the importance of 
understanding that there is no quick fix in the first place. In its essence, the solutions are 
straightforward, as she explained that civil unrest requires better representation and poor 
economic performance requires a transition from an impaired economic model to an 
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economic model of the future – meaning a green, localised, and knowledge-based economy. 
This is, according to Ms Gaub, an area in which the countries of the MENA region can improve 
significantly as the current economies are very much based on the structure reminiscent of 
the 1990s. 
 
Perhaps even more poignant, Ms Gaub referred to the iceberg that we are heading towards, 
namely climate change. She said that this region will become the world’s hottest region 
because of climate change and that we can already see the ripple effects of these changes in 
certain cases, such as in Baghdad. Measures must be put into place to protect the affected 
societies and to defend them against the effects that cannot be avoided. She pointed out that 
CO2 must be cut significantly as the MENA region has now almost reached the same level as 
Europe concerning CO2 emissions. Real solutions to a problem like this require a long-term 
view and deep reform.  
 
When Mr Pawlak asked Ms Gaub about the possible role that the EU could play in providing 
long-term vision and solutions, Ms Gaub explained that the unique selling point of the EU is 
that they have a good track record with long policy cycles and long-term solutions. The EU is 
currently on a trajectory to future-proof itself, whether it concerns climate change or the 
economy. An example of a target group that the EU could work with is the new generation, 
Generation Alpha, that, according to her, are not merely seeking jobs, but careers with a 
meaning. Jobs that people actually want to do. Generation Alpha is even more digitalised than 
the Millennials. She argued that the EU must reach out to this generation, to help and create 
opportunities for start-ups, make them ready for the labour market, help them advance their 
English skills or general text-writing skills, provide them with microloans, and so forth.  
 
This is particularly important, according to Ms Gaub, as one of the things we saw after the 
Arab Spring was that the people had a lot of anger, but that there were no organisations that 
could represent and transmit the younger generations in a constructive way to the political 
leadership. These platforms are missing. This is know-how that the European Union can 
transfer.  
  


